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ADVOCATES
Spring Advocates have
provided SAN with a wireless
projector. Our next goal is to
obtain lighting and other
equipment to film workshops
and community initiative
activities.
Use Pay Pal and make a
donation on this site,
(www.sanstudio.org).
The names of advocates appear
on the final page of the
newsletter. Thank You For
Your Support.
A little encouragement goes a long
way. Be kind today.

Sisters’ Action Network focus
on Hidden Profession
SAN is developing suggestions from readers to offer overviews
of various professions and areas of study open to folk whose
interests are beyond traditional occupations—doctor, lawyer,
teacher, for example. Many individuals come from
backgrounds that do not provide information how their skills
and abilities can be fully utilized. Additionally, too many
individuals are unaware or disregard their special skills. Our site
provides information regarding occupational choices.

Highlights
Media Stereotypes
SAN points out a
menu of racial
stereotypes used in
media. See how
many you believe—
P5

New Members!

Advocates

Take the
opportunity to
meet and learn a
bit about our new
team members—P2

We are thankful for
our Advocates!
Our kind donors’
names are listed on
the last page—P6.

Donations
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SAN’s New Members
Sisters’ Action Network is proud to
present two newly appointed
exceptional team members. They
are accomplished dedicated and
pleasant individuals who use their
abilities to empower others.
from Illinois State Board of Education,
Governor’s Master Teacher Award,
Golden Apple Finalist for Excellence in
Classroom Teaching, among others!—
one can witness her devotion to inspire
others to be their best.
Dr. Walker is experienced in leadership
development. With her outstanding
interpersonal and leadership skills she
operates across leadership levels.
Her strong program management,
instructional design and facilitation
skills have given her the ability to
develop, support and mentor young
people from intermediate school into
higher education. She will concentrate
on curriculum design and program
evaluation.

Dr. Patricia Walker
Professor Walker taught at University of
Illinois Chicago and currently Indiana
University Northwest, in Indiana.

We are fortunate to have her onboard.

She earned her Ph.D., in Curriculum and
Instruction with a minor in Women’s and
Gender Study.
With an impressive array of Awards in
Education—Winner of Milken National
Educators Award, Garin Award for
Teaching Excellence, Award of
Excellence in Classroom Teaching
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We lc

Ms. Traci Harmon

ome

—SAN’s New Members

The camera shy Ms. Harmon as a Family Service
Worker, for over fifteen-years, has been involved
at various Head Start Programs around the City of
Detroit. For her undergraduate degree she
majored in Human Resource Development at the
University of Detroit Mercy for her.

creative talents to advocate for sufferers of
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) also known
as Lou Gehrig’s Disease.
Ms. Harmon wants the pubic to know she has
Parkinson’s disease and momentarily doubted
her usefulness and ability to maintain a career.

Parents sometime have a difficult time leaving
their children at head start and Ms. Harmon
helped to facilitate smooth transitions for all
parties involved.

However, she is uplifted, recognizing that her
ability to create, organize and share with others
has not diminished. Although she continues to
conduct arts and crafts workshops, her new
creations have inspired the creation of her
upcoming Etsy shop, “Pink Petals Production.”

Imagination, arts and crafts ability, a love for
others and an interest in natural healing led her to
create workshops that encouraged parents to
become entrepreneurs, accessorize homes and
incorporate tips for healthy living—all using
everyday resources and practices.

Ms. Traci Harmon refuses to let Parkinson’s
keep her from making contributions. We are
honored to have her innovative and motivative
energies at work with our organization but
primarily in our Marketing Department.

As a result of her father’s illness, she also uses her

Doggie Peanut Butter Cookies
2 cups of whole wheat flour
1 tbsp. baking powder
1 cup milk
1 cup peanut butter

Ms. Harmon prepares this
treat for her doggies. Recipe
from: 3 Dogs Bakery Cookbook.
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Mix all ingredients by hand. Need
dough on a lightly floured to better
blend the ingredients. On a lightly
floured surface roll a portion of the
dough to ⅛ thickness. Cut with any
cookie cutter and place on an ungreased
cookie sheet. Bake for 20 minutes at
375 degrees. Cool on a wire rack. Best if
stored in an air-tight containers and
refrigerate.
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Hidden Professions- read more on website
Make-up Artist
It appears too many professional make-up artists are ill
equipped to beautify Black runway models. This
presents an opportunity for those who love fashion,
travel and can use their creative possibilities to enhance
the landscape of models faces, including women of
darker hues.

Social Media Manager
Small and large businesses, organizations, and
personalities benefit from the services of a well
informed Social Media Manager (SMM). An organized
SMM oversees a team of professionals strategizing
managing campaigns and agendas to promote a
company, school or organization’s plan. There is room
for vision, creativity and organization.

Game Theory
Game Theory analyzes competitive situation. This type
of examination is useful in a variety of disciplines—
mathematics, sociology, business, economics,
philosophy, psychology, for example. One, conceivably,
could use their love of Game Theory and move into
almost any area of the sciences or humanities.

Volunteer
Just a reminder, volunteering is a great way to gain
experience, make lasting friendships and to network. In
a practical way volunteering is an opportunity to learn
the benefit of one’s innate gift(s). Volunteering can
enable an individual to discover what s/he loves to do
or its’ opposite—it is also a plus to be clear on what you
don’t like. A volunteer is beneficial to all involved.
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Media Take Out:
A Menu of Racial Stereotypes

For many individuals the media—
movies, television, video games,
advertisements, radio, etc.—is how they meet
and perceive individuals who are different based
on race, gender, class the perception of beauty,
and so on. It is easier to disregard and be
disrespectful to individuals whose
characteristics are negatively or comically
drawn and contrasted to a standard, also falsely
constructed, that is its’ antithesis. The following
list, unfortunately, is not exhaustive.

Asian Americans
Intelligent –geeks and nerds
Excel in science and technology
Asian women are submissive (prostitutes &
mail order brides)
Asian women are quiet
Hard workers
Know martial arts
Don’t know how to speak English
Often portrayed as foreigners

How many are familiar?

Latin Americans

Racial Stereotypes
Cultivated in the
United States Media

All speak Spanish
All Latinos are Mexican
All Catholic
Have big families
Loud
Poor and low-income workers (maids &
gardeners)
Drug dealers
Sexualized: young Women are overly sexual,
curvaceous while men are Latin lovers

African Americans
Lazy
Stupid
Loud
Oversexed
Black women are evil and combative
Criminals and violent
Majority receive government aid and women
are welfare cheats

Native Americans
Lazy
Receive special benefits and privileges from the
government
Live on reservations
Beautiful maidens
Few words but possessing spiritual powers
Stoic, unsmiling
Overreact to their likeness being used as team
mascots or in school celebrations
Warriors, out for the scalps of white folk

Arab Americans
Villains
Terrorists
Misogynistic
Muslim
Women wear veils or hijabs and live in harems
Foreigners
Oil Sheiks

How many do you believe?
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Sources Involving Diversity
v The Book of Unknown Americans Christina Henriquez
v The Enigma of Diversity: The Language of Race and the Limits of Racial Justice Ellen Berray
v Faces at the Bottom of the Well: The Permanence of Racism Derrick Bell
v Getting Real About Race: Hoodies, Mascots, Model Minorities and Other Conversations
Stephanie M. McClure
v Spectacle: The Astonishing Life of Ota Benga Pamela Newkirk
v Racecraft: The Soul of Inequality in American Life Karen E. Fields and Barbara J. Fields
v Racism without Racists: Color Blind Racism and the Persistence of Racial Inequality in America
Eduardo Bonilla-Silva
v Race Talk and the Conspiracy of Silence: Understanding and Facilitating Difficult Dialogues on
Race Derald Wing Sue
v Teaching Toward Freedom: Moral Commitment and Ethical Action in the Classroom William
Ayers
v Trans Bodies, Trans Selves: A Resource for the Transgender Community Laura EricksonSchroth
v The Warmth of Other Suns; The Epic Story of Americas Great Migration Isabel Wilkerson
v White Women Getting Real About Race: Their Stories About What They Learned Teaching in
Diverse Classrooms Judith M. James and Nancy Peterson
TED Talk
How to Overcome Our Biases? Walk Boldly Toward Them Vernā Myers
FILM
--The Peculiar Kind. Directed Alexis Carson and Caneisha Haynes, 2012, features NYC queer women
of color and their perspectives and experiences in the queer community
--You Are Not Alone Directed Stanley Bennett Clay, 2012 explores psychosocial factors causing
depression in African American gay men
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Discussing Race!
One reason discussing race is so difficult in the United States is that
moving past the divide of “black/white” required juggling so many
other factors: color has long been a powerful tool for assimilative erasure
of class, religion, history, most ethnicity, gender and sexual orientation,
disembodied institutional power, and so on. Moving “past race,”
therefore, will require unprecedented national reflectiveness about every
aspect of our collective lives, and about complexities rooted in the
extraordinary variety of both biological and cultural heredity that
“black/white” compresses. …for many blacks the historical escape
route from being black has been not just to pass into whiteness if
physically possible but to construct a nuanced system of color
consciousness and enhanced culture grafting that is fueled by denial
rather than just a desire to embrace our variety.
—Patricia J. Williams, The Rooster’s Egg

Friendship ∞
Sisters’ Action Network
417 West 81st Avenue #235
Merrillville, IN 46410
www.sanstudio.org
email: info@sanstudio.org

Thank You SAN Advocates
Mr. D. Belin
Ms. B. Charles
Ms. A.L. Falls-Tharpe
Your Donations are greatly Appreciated

Support Cultural Diversity in the Workplace

